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Introduction1
Urban freight transport and logistics
The urban freight transport plays a key role in satisfying the users’
needs (e.g., citizens, visitors, employees - city users)
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Pollutant/greenhouses
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Introduction2
Growth of urban freight transport

new users’ requests and the 
sprawl of activities to be 
restocked 
(including home deliveries)

the e-commerce is growing 
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Introduction3
Courier route – Problem
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The parcels delivered to end consumers is raising.

Freight vehicles contribute to congestion especially
in peak hours.

Couriers have to plan driving and walking routes.

Local conditions could oblige freight vehicles to
stop for loading and unloading outside designated
spaces and far from delivery points.

Costs for delivering increase causing not optimised
deliveries (both in terms of internal and external
costs).
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Introduction4
Courier route – Problem



It therefore emerges the need to
identify measures/actions that allow
to pursue the objectives of
sustainability ensuring an orderly
functioning of urban distribution.

The evolution of emerging information
and communication (e-ICT)–based
technologies has opened the road for
developing and implementing new
integrated and dynamic city logistics
solutions
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Introduction5
Sustainable development
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Introduction7
Sustainability vs Sustainable development

SUSTAINABILITY Smart Development



These emerging technologies can make a significant advancement
to city logistics in all cities within all countries.

They give win-win results when the same device systems are used
in a cooperative glance among different stakeholders.
Their function includes, for example, collecting data, storing data, and analyzing
data for improving existing urban freight transport systems.

Introduction8
Sustainable and smart development
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Emerging technologies1

The eICTs that impact directly on city transport and logistics refer to:

ü internet of things (IoT); it describes the set of two meta-elements: physical objects
- “things” - that are embedded with sensors, software, other technologies for the
purpose of exchanging data and a network qualified to link these objectives with
other devices and systems;

ü big data (BD); although it is difficult to find a shared and joint definition, it is
possible to speak of big data when the data set is so large and complex that it
requires the definition of new tools and methodologies to extrapolate, manage and
process information within a reasonable time;

ü block-chain (BC); it is defined as a chain of blocks, in which each block contains
value data that are shared and validated;

ü artificial intelligence (AI); although a large and diversified classification of AI
exists, it synthetically indicates the algorithms, that analysing a set of (normal or
big) data take a decision.
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Emerging technologies2

We refer to the ICTs that impact directly on city transport and 
logistics.

ü internet of things (IoT); it describes the set of two meta-elements: physical objects 
- “things” - that are embedded with sensors, software, other technologies for the 
purpose of exchanging data and a network qualified to link these objectives with 
other devices and systems;

ü big data (BD); although it is difficult to find a shared and joint definition, it is 
possible to speak of big data when the data set is so large and complex that it 
requires the definition of new tools and methodologies to extrapolate, manage and 
process information within a reasonable time;

ü block-chain (BC); it is defined as a chain of blocks, in which each block contains 
value data that are shared and validated;

ü artificial intelligence (AI); although a large and diversified classification of AI 
exists, it synthetically indicates the algorithms, that analysing a set of (normal or 
big) data take a decision.
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They impact on the learning of path attributes in the close future (today or
tomorrow),
even if AI could address to develop advanced algorithms for better exploiting
the opportunity offered by real-time info



Emerging technologies3
Benefits for classes of stakeholders
ü transport enterprises, which, among the others, want to optimize the
delivery travel time in terms of last mile operations, i.e., at-customer
deliveries, and their part of reverse logistics; IoT and BD, allow them to
use actualized and/or real-time information coming from the transport
systems;

üpublic administrations, in its different levels and branches; they want to
optimize the sustainability/livability of the city in terms of better use of
urban public space (both those destined to driving and those destined
to park for loading/unloading operations) respect to all the different
demand components (i.e., passengers and freight) using different mode-
services; among their roles, they can supply information on park and
path in real time.
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üExample of possible benefits for city users
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Economic Social Environmental
Traffic congestion
Mobility barriers
Crash damages
Transportation facility costs
Consumer transportation costs
Depletion of non-renewable 
resources

Inequity of impacts
Mobility disadvantaged
Human health impacts
Community cohesion
Community livability
Aesthetics

Air pollution
Climate change
Habitat loss
Water pollution
Hydrologic impacts
Noise pollution

Emerging technologies4
Benefits for users
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Smart routing and smart growth

The areas of interest defined
starting from the smart growth,
through innovation and therefore
technological platforms and
thematic forums are:
ü energy, 
ü transport and
ü information and   

communication technologies 
(ICT). 
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EC, (2012). European Commission, Communication from the commission smart cities and communities European Innovation Partnership,
2012, http://ec.europa.eu/energy/technology/initiatives/doc/2012_4701_smart_cities_en.pdf.
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Freight transport management system1

ü Identification of all components of urban freight transport, seeking to
link user needs and features of the tools.

ü The updating of the knowledge for the user needs to be pointed out,
analyzing the learning process for the generic user (belonging to the
enterprise) with the new information that can arrive from his/her
experience, from previous and actual information given by public
administration.

USER NEEDS
TOOL 

FEATURES
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Freight transport management system2
Transport operators’ standpoint
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Transport operators can and should
have:

technological solutions to improve 

the sustainability and efficiency of their 
urban freight transport operations 

as asked both by international and local 
authorities 

vehicle technological (e.g., airbag systems, or the 
adaptive braking systems - ABS, traction control System-
TCS) solutions do not change the number of truck 

kilometres increasing safety 

Solutions based on emerging ICTs
can reduce the number of
kilometres travelled in urban areas,
increasing safety, reducing
environmental impacts, and
congestion.

Automation
Connected Cooperative Automated 

transport (CCAM)
can open new challenges in city logistics



Freight transport management system3

ü Proactive and tailored-user path advices (smart routing –
navigation systems)

ü Support in defining tour/trip chain for sustainable urban delivery 
(computerized vehicle routing and scheduling)

ü Support to couriers in defining routes within inner areas (strong 
access restrictions).
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Transport operators’ tool1

üAmong the ICT-based solutions, navigation, computerized vehicle 
routing and scheduling (CVRS) systems allow couriers to identify 
optimized routes.
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Navigation, CVRS systems:
• provide specific route guidance

exploiting the information about traffic
regulations (e.g., road works, lane
directions) as well as distance/time from
final destination.

• can determine the best routes among
destinations (customers to serve)
according to the average configuration of
the road network and walking tours

New generation of Navigation, CVRS systems: smart routing
(proactive and tailored-user advices)



Transport operators’ tools2
Smart routing
Proactive implies that the information is designed in such a way that
it affects the behavioral choices of road users preferably before
congestion occurs.
In order to make optimal route choices, information about the traffic
situation at the moment of departure is often not helpful.
This is because it takes time to drive to the point where a route
choice becomes relevant.
At that point in time, the traffic situation could be changed. Hence, a
prediction of the traffic situation is much smarter. This prediction
even includes weather forecasts.
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Smart routing provides individual truck drivers with travel advice that is tailed to their
personal preferences and refined based on previous travel advice.



The CVRSs exploit the potentiality offered by
merging objectives of assigning customers (pick-up
and delivery locations) to trucks and determining
the visiting order of customers and routes
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Vehicle routing and scheduling have attracted
considerable attention, but only recently has the
research moved forward to include, in the definition
of the problem, information on real-time network
status, or even a large amount of information on the
previous states of all the arcs/links of the network,
both used and not used by the user in his/her past
delivery tours.

FEW works integrate the learning process of
path/travel costs enhanced by emerging
technologies

Computerised vehicles routing and scheduling1
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Computerised vehicles routing and scheduling2
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subjected to constraints and where:
• Cij is the cost of path from customer i to 

customer j on time τ of day t ~;
• n customer to serve;
• xij is the decision binary variable;
• ……

t%
Merging of past
and current info
(learning process

of path costs)



Learning process of path costs1

The complete specification of the costs, by which users consider their choice
at time t of period/day t, requires explicit treatment of the learning
mechanism of path cost (disutility or utility) attributes (X) or, in other
words, how experience and information about attributes of path costs on
previous days influence the forecast of the current ones.

ü the inter-period and the intra-period dynamic processes need to be
considered

ü two aspects have to be pointed out:
Øthe users’ learning and forecasting mechanism (utility updating
model);

Øthe users’ choice behavior (choice updating model).

The contributions of the BD and IoT modify the utility updating
model.
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Learning process of path costs2

C = the vector of path costs for users of O-D pair od, consisting of elements
Ck, k Î Kod (path choice set on O-D pair od)
X = the vector of path attributes for users of O-D pair od, consisting of
elements Xk, k Î Kod (path choice set on O-D pair od)

Ck = CkADD + CkNA

CkADD = åh bh ∙ XhkADD

ü Ck
ADD additive cost

ü Ck
NA nonadditive cost

ü Xhk
ADD value of attribute h of path k (e.g., travel time or monetary cost)
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Learning process of path costs3

Path attributes can be estimated by users according to a learning process.
Learning occurs both with the evolution of t (time) and the evolution of t
(day):
ü for some attributes, the value experienced (tested) in previous periods
X[t-1], X[t-2]

ü for other attributes, the updating which users perform for each time t in
day t.

26
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Learning process of path costs4

Path attributes can be estimated by users according to a learning process.
Learning occurs both with the evolution of t (time) and the evolution of t
(day):
ü for some attributes, the value experienced (tested) in previous periods
X[t-1], X[t-2]

ü for other attributes, the updating which users perform for each time t in
day t.
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Learning process of path costs5

Path attributes can be estimated by users according to a learning process.
Learning occurs both with the evolution of t (time) and the evolution of t
(day):
ü for some attributes, the value experienced (tested) in previous periods
X[t-1], X[t-2]

ü for other attributes, the updating which users perform for each time t in
day t.
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real-time network configuration
obtained through IoT (e.g., real-
time vehicle sensors)



Learning process of path costs6
Inter-period process
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value of attribute h of path k
forecasted/computed on day t-1

value of attribute h of path k
experienced/tested on day t-1

weight given to the
experienced/tested value ( )]0,1]g Î
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Learning process of path costs7
Inter-period process (with BD)
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[ ] [ ] ( ) [ ], exp, ,1 1 1fo fo
h
BD B
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value of attribute h of path k
forecasted/computed on day t

value of attribute h of path k
experienced/tested on day t-1

weight given to the
experienced/tested value ( )]0,1]g Îthanks the opportunity offered by emerging
technologies, it can be computed exploiting the
knowledge coming from BD (i.e., data collected
the day before)



Learning process of path costs8
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+

[ ] [ ] ( ) [ ],, , 1 ,fo BD fo IoT
hk hk hkX t X t X tt x t x t= × + - ×

value of attribute Xhk realised 
at t of the current day  

value of attribute Xhk without real-time info, 
given by BD at time t of day t t



Example of Sustainable Urban Delivery1
Case Study
Rome

32

10 customers during a working day

For avoiding overlapping effects, the attention is
paid on customer sequence and only travel time is
considered as a path attribute (X = path travel time)

Customer
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

0:10 0:21 0:14 0:24 0:11 0:14 0:19 0:15 0:22 0:10

Service time at customer (hh:mm)



Example of Sustainable Urban Delivery2
Case Study
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Sequence of customer visits through real-time travel time
Departure

Time Order of Customer Visits
Driving

Time
[hh:mm:ss]

Working
Time

[hh:mm:ss]

D
Driving

Time

D
Working 

Time
average D 4 7 8 10 9 2 1 6 3 5 D 02:28:45 05:08:45

09:30 D 2 1 6 3 9 10 8 7 4 5 D 02:19:00 04:59:00 −6.55% −3.16%
10:15 2 1 3 7 4 6 5 8 9 10 D 01:54:00 04:34:00 −23.36% −11.26%
10:52 1 5 6 3 4 7 8 9 10 D 01:51:00 04:27:00 −25.38% −13.52%
11:16 5 3 6 4 7 8 10 9 D 01:55:00 04:32:00 −22.69% −11.90%
11:34 3 6 4 7 8 9 10 D 02:05:00 04:45:00 −15.97% −7.69%
11:49 6 4 8 9 10 D 01:57:00 04:37:00 −21.34% −10.28%

…

D = variation with respect to the average sequence of customer visit. D = depot

Sequence of customer visits through average and real-time travel time merging (ξ = 0.70)

Departure
Time Order of Customer Visits

Driving 
Time

[hh:mm:ss]

Working 
Time

[hh:mm:ss]

D
Driving

Time

D
working 

Time
average D 4 7 8 10 9 2 1 6 3 5 D 02:28:45 05:08:45

09:30 D 2 1 6 3 5 4 7 9 10 8 D 02:34:00 05:14:00 3.53% 1.70%
10:15 2 3 1 7 4 6 5 8 9 10 D 02:04:08 04:44:08 −16.55% −7.97%
10:53 3 6 1 5 4 7 8 9 10 D 01:55:01 04:35:01 −22.68% −10.93%
11:17 6 1 5 4 7 8 9 10 D 02:17:51 04:57:51 −7.33% −3.53%
11:38 1 4 5 7 8 9 10 D 02:01:17 04:41:17 −18.47% −8.90%
12:03 4 5 7 8 9 10 D 02:04:53 04:44:53 −16.05% −7.73%

…

No info – classical problem



Example of Sustainable Urban Delivery3
Case Study
Referring to driving and working time, which is one of the main
headings of costs supported by transport and logistics operators
(economic sustainability), the suggested method allows a significant
travel time reduction, estimated in the case study of more than
20% compared to using average travel times.

Proposing shorter paths according to the real-time configuration of the
network, trucks drive on low congested roads, with significant benefits
in terms of pollutant emissions (environmental sustainability) and
interferences with other road users (social sustainability).
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Example of Sustainable Urban Delivery4
Case Study
As shown in other studies, travelling on less congested roads can push an
increase of average travel speed with lower emissions of pollutants.
Furthermore, if the driver chooses the shortest route only in terms of
travelled distance, then he might reach his destination faster if no congestion
occurs.
Due to the fact that s/he usually moves in highly congested daily-time
periods (e.g., 8–10 a.m.;), there may be a significant increase in delivery
costs.
Thus, considering that travel delay within inner-city areas can be also due to
the significant pedestrian flows (e.g., crossing the lanes), avoiding
congested roads may help to reach significant outcomes in terms of traffic
safety. In fact, trucks tend to produce serious consequences when involved
in collisions with passenger cars or pedestrians.
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Conclusions and the road ahead

The areas of further development 
interest the three thematic fields: 

ü energy, 

ü transport and

ü information and   
communication technologies 
(ICT). 
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Transport1
Urban Transport and Mobility
ü Navigation

Common tools were designed to solve the single-source shortest path problem for a static network,
then guided by the needs to find the shortest path in stochastic and congested network several
advancements were performed:
§ stochastic network, i.e., the actual link travel times may differ from historical or forecasted one

the outcome of any decision depends partly on the user’s decisions and partly on randomness;
o moving from those that used historical data for characterizing the road performances
o to those developed for providing dynamic time-dependent advice,
o to those that take into consideration drivers’ attitudes.

§ optimal travel strategy-based advices, the newest tool should introduce uncertainty into
minimum path/tour/route searching and new way to suggest advice (e.g., travel strategy).

§ list of minimum paths, i.e., the new challenge is the generation of a set of paths more than the
shortest one, i.e., not only the first best, but also the second best, …, the g best until to obtain a
set of specific paths
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ü from CVRSs to couriers’ problem
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Urban Transport and Mobility
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ü CVRS/couries’routes

§ to identify the set of preferred delivery zones (IoT provides info on their 
availability)

§ to estimate route costs (disutility/utility; BD) 
§ to identify the optimal driving and walking route to the customers merging 

real-time and past cost to forecast the route costs (AI). 
Besides, the value exchanges can be managed as well as more comprehensive track-and-trace 
capabilities can be provided (BC).

Delivery bay booking

39

Transport3
Urban Transport and Mobility



üThe evolution of what proposed pushes towards a further
advanced level providing:

Ø the formal unitary treatment of the inclusion of e-ICT in the traveling
salesman problem (TSP; i.e., routing);

Ø the opportunity to design a multilevel delivery path (tour) with nodes
(points) where walking for reaching the final customers (e.g., retailers or
end consumers’ homes) are introduced (i.e., courier problem);

Ø the users’ choice behavior (i.e., choice updating model);

Ødouble dynamic assignment process.
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Transport4
Urban Transport and Mobility



Smart routing and smart growth
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EC, (2012). European Commission, Communication from the commission smart cities and communities European Innovation Partnership,
2012, http://ec.europa.eu/energy/technology/initiatives/doc/2012_4701_smart_cities_en.pdf.

Urban information 
and communication

technology

The areas of further development 
interest the three thematic fields: 

ü energy, 

ü transport and

ü information and   
communication technologies 
(ICT). 



Information and   communication
technologies – ICT1

ü The classical algorithms interest the freight operators, the collaboration with the
public administration evolves the information on specific attributes defining the
model.

ü It is the public administration, owner of the intelligent objects, that can organise
a IoTPA with operators in collecting the data and can load with a big data (BDPA)
process.

ü To include city logistics services to the NASs (national access points)
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Information and   communication
technologies – ICT2
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ü Block chain
Companies can use this information to provide proof of legitimacy or authenticity, as well as
consumers can benefit knowing whether a product has been ethically sourced, is an original item
and it was preserved in the correct conditions. Besides, very relevant is the contribution on
contracts. Sharing of data among stakeholders (operators and retailers) for optimizing delivering.

ü Artificial Intelligence
Supporting the decision in delivering. For example, modelling the choice mechanism and to use
sequential choice approach.

Ø User’s choice can be updating his/her utility to modify the path costs

For example, when a path k is chosen, and during the travel, user is
informed that another path can become attractive (e.g., along the path k
there is a road accident or a specific event and the traffic is delayed), the
user can update his/her utility in an intelligent en-route way.



Information and   communication
technologies – ICT3
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ü Digital Twin
A unified platform to share some of technologies looking at building the logistics community
system – LCS. A further advancement regards the possibility to organize an integrated soft-hardware
system, digital twin, where the methods for planning and those for assessing the general Product as a
Service business models will be tested for city logistics. The digital twin will be the virtual twin of
the real LCS.



Smart routing and smart growth
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The areas of further development 
interest the three thematic fields: 

ü energy, 

ü transport and

ü information and   
communication technologies 
(ICT). 
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Energy
Currently used in the city, the optimization approach is devoted to consider
each “final” impact and then to introduce measures to limit such an
impact.

A new approach should be developed, which considers the overall urban
system with a unified view

Production cycles can be revised by improving their environmental
impacts: 1. management energy cycle; 2. management logistics and
transport cycle

Self-production in the city village (wind, photoelectric, solar thermal energy); energy
efficiency (storage batteries, grid optimization); energy consumption (electrifying city
village for van); digitization of processes. Also, in the context of the energy challenge,
there is the great theme of the efficiency of propulsion and automation.
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Smart routing and smart growth

The areas of interest defined 
starting from the smart growth, 
through innovation and therefore 
technological platforms and 
thematic forums are: 
ü energy, 
ü transport and
ü information and   

communication technologies 
(ICT). 
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Autonomous deliveries1
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Autonomous Delivery Robots (ADRs)
ADRs are electric powered motorized vehicles that can deliver items or packages
to customers without the intervention of a delivery person.

ADRs can be divided into two types:

ü Sidewalk autonomous delivery robots (SADRs) are pedestrian sized robots that
only utilize sidewalks or pedestrian paths.

ü On-road or simply road autonomous delivery robots (RADRs) are vehicles that
travel on roadways shared with conventional motorized vehicles.



Autonomous deliveries2
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Despite the benefits of using ADRs, challenges also impede adoption and
acceptance of ADRs:

• End consumers’ point of view

1. ADRs may perceive that it is less convenient.

2. consumers who are less technologically inclined may experience
technical difficulties with ADRs

• Operators’ point of view

1. the need for a barrier-free infrastructure

2. the need of proper regulations

3. theft prevention mechanisms



Autonomous deliveries3
Drones
The interest in the nonmilitary use of drones has increased dramatically
with successful operations in the delivery of medicine, food, and mail
orders.

Focus has been heavily placed on the economic and social impacts:
• companies anticipate a reduction in transportation costs,
• concerns exist regarding individual privacy rights, and airspace
congestion.

However, environmental impacts are highly dependent on the energy
requirements of the drone, as well as the distance it must travel and the
number of recipients it serves. Drones are likely to provide a CO2 benefit
when service zones are close to the depot, have small numbers of stops, or
both.
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Contacts
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http://acomi.altervista.org

Thank you for your attention!
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